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ABSTRACT 
 

The energetic offset between the photoexcited state and charge-transfer (CT) state 

in organic heterojunction solar cells influences both charge generation and open 

circuit voltage (𝑉oc). In this work, we use time resolved spectroscopy and voltage loss 

measurements to analyse the charge generation and recombination processes in 

blends of a low-bandgap isoindigoid polymer with fullerenes of different electron 

affinity. The system allows us to compare the effect of exciton-CT state offset on 

charge separation and recombination in chemically similar systems and on charge 

(electron or hole) transfer within the same system. In the case of the lowest exciton-

CT state offset, charge recombination dynamics are distinctly faster than in other 

cases and photocurrent generation is lower but significant. The faster recombination 

is surprising given that the higher LUMO fullerene blends shows higher Voc and 

lower non-radiative voltage losses. We show that the observations are reconciled 

using a model for the dependence of 𝑉oc  on radiative and non-radiative 

recombination.  We also explain the effect of exciting donor or acceptor on charge 

transfer and recombination using a simple kinetic model. The results of the model 

show that hybridisation between lowest excitonic and CT states significantly can 

reduce 𝑉𝑜𝑐 losses whilst still allowing reasonable charge generation efficiency.    
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INTRODUCTION  
 

In organic solar cells, the heterojunction between electron donor and electron 

acceptor provides the driving energy for charge separation, as well as the interface 

at which recombination occurs [1]. In the common picture of device function, both 

charge separation and charge recombination proceed via a manifold of excitonic and 

charge-transfer (CT) excited states that extend locally over the donor and/or 

acceptor medium  [2–6]. The driving energy can be quantified as the energetic offset 

between the local photoexcited exciton (donor or acceptor) and the lowest energy 

charge-transfer state. Whilst some reports have indicated that charge generation  

efficiency decreases when this offset is decreased [7–9], others report efficient pair 

generation at negligible apparent offset in polymer:fullerene  [10] and increasingly in 

polymer:non-fullerene acceptor  [11] blends. The effect of excitation energy on  

charge pair generation has also been controversial  [12–14].  

Whilst a large offset may benefit photocurrent, smaller offsets benefit open-circuit 

voltage Voc. Organic solar cells show relatively small qVoc (where q is electronic 

charge) relative to optical gap, compared to values in good inorganic solar cells  [15].  

qVoc is empirically linked to the energy of the lowest CT state, ECT  [16]; the low Voc 

can be assigned partly to the effect of the heterojunction in reducing the generated 

electrochemical potential relative to that which could, theoretically, be generated in 

either donor or acceptor material alone. Low Voc also results from the relatively high 

rate of non-radiative recombination that is observed in organic heterojunction solar 

cells  [17,18]. The loss in Voc due to non-radiative recombination can be quantified as 

𝑉𝑜𝑐,𝑛𝑟 =
𝑘𝑇

𝑞
 ln(

1

𝑄𝐸𝐸𝐿
) where 𝑄𝐸𝐸𝐿 is the radiative quantum efficiency of the device. 

While the best silicon solar cell has 𝑉𝑜𝑐,𝑛𝑟  <  0.15 𝑉 ( 𝑄𝐸𝐸𝐿 < 3.10−3), organic 

donor:acceptor heterojunction solar cells have Voc,nr in the range 0.20 – 0.55 V with 
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 𝑄𝐸𝐸𝐿 usually well below 10-5   [11,15,19,20]. Whilst Voc could be raised by reducing 

the energetic offset, low offset reduces the driving force for charge separation and 

may reduce charge separation efficiency or enhance geminate recombination. A 

relevant question, therefore, is how far Voc can be raised by reducing the energetic 

offset at the heterojunction: in particular, how does a small offset influence 

recombination kinetics? To understand the mechanism of interfacial charge transfer 

processes a further question is how the choice of photo-excited component (donor 

or acceptor) influences the charge transfer efficiency and recombination kinetics, 

given that the donor and acceptor exciton, in general, present different offsets 

relative to the CT state.  

In this work we study a low bandgap polymer combined with two different fullerene 

derivatives, one of which provides a large, and the other a small, interfacial energy 

offset for electron transfer, while both provide large offsets for hole transfer. We use 

ultrafast transient absorption and pump-push-photocurrent spectroscopy to show 

that, upon excitation of the donor, the lower-offset blend exhibits shorter charge 

lifetimes, despite showing the larger open-circuit voltage and a lower non-radiative 

voltage loss. With the aid of a model of non-radiative recombination via the charge-

transfer state and a kinetic model we can explain the behaviour in terms of the 

impact of CT and singlet state mixing on the oscillator strength of the CT state. The 

results suggests a useful design rule for high-voltage organic solar cell materials.   

RESULTS 
 

Material system and device performance  
 

We study the low band gap isoindigoid based polymer indolo-naphthyridine-6,13-

dione thiophene-co-selenophene (INDT-S)  [21] combined with two fullerene 
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derivatives of different electron affinity, the widely studied phenyl C61 butyric methyl 

acid ester (PCBM) and a new ketolactam fullerene derivative KLOC-6 (KL) (see SI 

section S1 for details of synthesis) (Figure 1((a)). The INDT-S:PCBM system presents a  

nominal LUMO(Donor) – LUMO(Acceptor) difference of -0.02 eV, taking the INDT-S 

LUMO as -3.77 eV (from a photoelectron spectroscopy estimate of the HOMO energy 

plus the optical gap  [22]) and the PCBM LUMO as -3.75 eV (from cyclic voltammetry 

[table S1, fig S1]). The LUMO of KL lies 170 meV deeper than PCBM, also determined 

by CV, leading to a LUMO difference of around 0.15 eV for the INDT-S:KL blend. The 

HOMO energy differences are large (> 0.5 eV) in both blends. Although the estimates 

of the offset energies in blend films are uncertain  [21] (due to differences in 

measurement, and uncertainties in translating MO energy differences into state 

energy offsets) the two combinations represent a high-offset and low-offset 

donor:acceptor blend for electron transfer. Since both fullerenes are 𝐶60 derivatives 

their optical absorption properties are almost identical leading to very similar 

absorption profiles for the blend films (SI Fig S2). For both blends the donor 

absorption (maximum during 600 – 900 nm) is spectrally separated from the 

acceptor absorption (< 500 nm), allowing the donor and acceptor component to be 

selectively excited: excitation by red light can only stimulate electron transfer while 

excitation by blue light primarily stimulates hole transfer.  

Current density-voltage and internal quantum efficiency (IQE, defined as the current 

collected per photon absorbed) data are displayed in Figure 1(b,c). Sample and 

device preparation details are given in the Methods section of the SI. The data clearly 

show that more current is generated, per absorbed photon, from excitation of the 

polymer in the KL blend than in the PC61BM blend, resulting in greater overall short 

circuit current density. Furthermore, there is no evidence of wavelength-dependent 
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photogeneration efficiency within the region where only the polymer absorbs, in 

contrast to some previous reports [4]. At shorter wavelengths the data are more 

susceptible to interference effects, [23] and so no reliable comparisons can be made 

of the two spectra in the region where the acceptor absorbs (< 500 nm). The IQE was 

calculated using the external quantum efficiency (EQE) in conjunction with 

experimental reflectivity measurements and parasitic absorption simulated using 

measured complex refractive index data for the materials and an optical model [24]; 

see SI Section S3 for full details. Whilst the efficiency of current generation from the 

polymer is higher in the high-offset KL blend than in the low-offset PCBM blend, the 

latter is clearly not negligible. For comparison, the external quantum efficiency of a 

pristine INDT-S device is no greater than 0.05% suggesting an IQE of much less than 

0.5% (Figure S4).  

Figure 1(c) shows that the Voc of the KL blend under AM 1.5 illumination is smaller 

than that of the PCBM blend, as would be expected from its smaller difference in 

LUMO energies. To quantify the voltage difference we measure electroluminescence 

and high-dynamic-range external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of both blends 

(Figure 1d and Figures S5(a) and S5(b)), and extract the open-circuit voltage in the 

radiative limit, Voc,rad, and the non-radiative voltage loss Voc,nr = Voc,rad-Voc (Table 1, 

see Ref.  [15] for details of the method.) The calculated Voc,rad is almost identical for 

the two blends despite the significant difference in energy level offsets, while Voc,nr 

is larger by 0.1V for the INDTS:KL device (Voc,nr
 = 0.48 V) than the INDTS:PCBM 

device (Voc,nr
 = 0.35 V), and 𝑄𝐸𝐸𝐿 correspondingly smaller. Consistent with the 

improved 𝑄𝐸𝐸𝐿  of the PCBM device, its electroluminescence intensity is much higher 

than that of the KL device under similar injection current.  
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Spectroscopy measurements  
 

To better understand the kinetics of the excited species we study films of both 

blends using transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) and Pump-push-probe (PPP) 

measurement. Microsecond TAS yields the spectra of long lived species, in all cases 

consisting of a broad feature centred around 1600 nm assigned to the polymer 

cation and a band at 1100-1300 nm assigned to the fullerene anion (SI Figure S6). 

Triplets can be ruled out by the insensitivity of the kinetics to oxygen (SI Fig S7). By 

comparing the absorption at 1600nm 400ns after polymer excitation (figure S6), it is 

clear that long-lived charge generation following polymer excitation is approximately 

twice as efficient in the high-offset KL blend as in the low-offset PCBM blend. For 

each blend the TAS spectra are similar for excitation of polymer and fullerene, 

suggesting the same long-lived species are generated on the microsecond time scale 

irrespective of which component is photoexcited.  

We then apply picosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ps-TAS) to both blend 

films to probe the photo-excited states on short time scales exciting either the 

polymer alone (800 nm pump), or predominantly the fullerene by pumping at the 

wavelength where polymer absorption is minimized (450 nm).  All spectra show a 

broad transient band peaking above 1300 nm which reflects exciton absorption (SI 

Fig S8 for full ps-TAS spectra). At ns times the spectra of both blends show features 

that resemble the microsecond spectra and indicate charge generation via the bands 

at 1000 – 1300 nm that are assigned to the fullerene anion  [25]. To study charge 

dynamics, the probe wavelength of 1200 nm was chosen to capture absorption by 

charged species but will inevitably also contain some polymer singlet absorption (SI 

Table S9). 
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Fig 2 shows the ps-TAS kinetics of the blends when excited at 800 nm or 450 nm and 

probed at 1200 nm. When pumped at 800 nm (Figure 2a), the INDT-S:PCBM blend 

shows a fast, approximately exponential, decay with ~20 ps lifetime while the INDT-

S:KL blend decays much more slowly with almost 25 % of the initial signal amplitude 

still present after 6 ns. Somewhat surprisingly, the ps-TAS kinetics of the pristine 

polymer pumped at 800 nm are almost identical to those of the PCBM blend, 

showing exponential kinetics with a ca 20 ps lifetime, consistent with a previous 

report for the polymer S1 state lifetime (23 ps) [22], even though only the INDT-

S:PCBM blend spectrum shows evidence of charge generation. Assuming that the 

assignment of the 1050—1250 nm feature to fullerene anions is correct, the kinetics 

would suggest that INDT-S:PCBM undergoes both ultrafast charge generation and 

very rapid geminate recombination.  The short lifetime of the charges visible in the 

PCBM blend spectra is consistent with the charge pair states in this low-offset system 

being tightly bound [26]. 

In contrast, pumping the blends at 450 nm leads to slow, multiphasic TAS decays for 

both blends (Figure 2b), similar in kinetics to the KL blend when pumped at 800 nm, 

as well as evidence for fullerene anion generation (Fig S8). At this wavelength, 

primarily the fullerene is excited so hole, rather than electron, transfer would follow. 

Note that both blends are high-offset for hole transfer. The ps-TAS data thus provide 

evidence for long-lived charges in all cases where there is a high exciton-CT state  

offset driving charge separation, but rapid excited-state (exciton and charge pair) 

decay, occurring on a similar time scale to polymer exciton decay, when the offset is 

different nature dominate the TAS decay compared to the high-offset cases. 

In order to probe the nature of the photo-excited species in the blends at ps 

timescales, we performed optical control visible-pump/IR-push spectroscopy with 
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photocurrent detection (PPP) [6,27]. The devices were measured under identical 

conditions and photocurrent normalized to the reference photocurrent, therefore 

the absolute values of the response can be directly compared and reflect the fraction 

of bound charge pairs in the systems. The greatest number of bound charges at early 

times is observed under 800 nm excitation, when only electron transfer is possible 

(SI Fig S10(a)). At this wavelength, the photocurrent pulse amplitude in the PCBM 

blend is one order of magnitude larger than in the KL blend, indicating that the 

number of bound charges has increased 10-fold and the efficiency of charge 

separation has therefore reduced, consistent with the reduced offset driving charge 

separation. 

At 400 nm excitation, where hole transfer dominates the photophysics of both 

materials and the offset driving charge transfer is greater, we observe a much lower 

number of bound charge pairs in both cases. However, the KL blend still exhibits 

fewer bound charges than the PCBM blend.  

The kinetics of the PPP and ps-TAS data for 800 nm excitation for the different 

blends as well as the pristine INDT-S can be compared by normalizing the two 

signals, see Figure 3. It is clear from these data that the decays of the PPP and ps-TAS 

signals following polymer excitation for the INDT-S:PC61BM case are very similar. 

However, for the INDT-S:KL case, the kinetics of the two experiments are very 

different. TAS gives a measure of all charges, while PPP is only sensitive to bound 

charges. Therefore this comparison clearly shows that for 800 nm excitation in the 

INDT-S:KL blend, significant numbers of unbound charges are being generated, 

showing a different, slower decay kinetics than the bound fraction of photo-

generated charges that are monitored by PPP. Meanwhile, for 800 nm excitation in 

the PC61BM blend and in the pure polymer, the decay is dominated by bound charge 
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pairs that are generated quickly but recombine rapidly in the absence of the push 

pulse. For the 400nm excitation, the decay of the photo-excited charges for the two 

blends probed using TAS and the PPP experiment are similar to the case of the INDT-

S:KL blend probed at 800nm i.e: showing a slow shoulder in the TAS signal confirming 

the generation of a significant number of unbound  charges   (Figure S10(b)) .  

Time-dependent density functional calculations of the excited states 
 

To characterise the interfacial states we calculate the excited states for the donor 

(modelled as a dimer of INDT-S), the fullerene acceptor and the donor: acceptor pair, 

for each fullerene type, and analyse the nature of the excited states using density 

functional theory (DFT) (B3LYP/6-31G*) and time dependent-DFT (TDDFT), see SI 

Section S11 for details  [28]. Although the two-molecule system is a crude model of a 

blend film that supports many more excited states [29,30] and CT character is 

generally not well modelled by TDDFT, these calculations serve as a guide to the 

nature of the lowest excited states. Calculations for donor and acceptor alone 

support the smaller LUMO-LUMO difference for INDT-S:PCBM than INDT-S:KL. For 

the two donor: acceptor pairs, the first singlet excited state lies at similar energy, but 

the INDT-S:KL state has strong charge-transfer character (0.75 electron transferred) 

and a low oscillator strength for the transition to ground state while the lowest INDT-

S:PCBM excited state has weak charge-transfer character (0.1 e transferred) and an 

oscillator strength an order of magnitude higher. The mixed excitonic-CT nature of 

the lowest INDT-S:PCBM state suggests hybridisation of the donor exciton and the CT 

state, consistent with the intensity borrowing effect [31]. The trend in oscillator 

strength is consistent with electroluminescence data which indicate, from the similar 

positions of electroluminescence peaks for pristine and blend films, that polymer and 
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CT state emission are mixed, and show much brighter electroluminescence from the 

PCBM than KL blends (see SI fig S5(a)).  

DISCUSSION / CONCLUSION :  
 

We now endeavour to explain the different charge generation and recombination 

behaviour of the two blend systems. To summarise the observations, both blend 

devices showed efficient charge generation as compared to the pristine donor 

device, when either donor or acceptor is excited, but charge generation following 

polymer excitation is twice as efficient for the KL than the PCBM blend. The 

evolution of the excited states as inferred from TAS and PPP measurement appeared 

to be mostly affected by the difference in energy between the photogenerated 

exciton and the CT state: 1) when the difference is significant (exciting the acceptor 

in either case and exciting the donor in the KL case) photoexcited species decay 

slowly on a several ns time scale, and the slow kinetics are assigned to species that 

are unaffected by the push laser in the PPP experiment. 2) When the difference is 

small (exciting the donor in the PCBM:INDT-S) the evolution of the excited states is 

similar to the pristine polymer case both in the TAS and the PPP measurement; 

similar kinetics for TAS and PPP suggest photogenerated charge pairs are bound. 

Moreover the calculated excited states for blends using TDDFT, suggest that the 

lowest excited state for the PCBM:INDT-S blend possesses a more excitonic 

behaviour (lower degree of charge transfer and higher oscillator strength) than in the 

KL:INDT-S case.  

First, to explain the different kinetics observed in the different cases, we propose a 

kinetic model where the exciton transfers to a CT state with a rate 𝐾𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑒  or 𝐾𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠

ℎ  

corresponding to the rate of electron transfer or hole transfer respectively, 
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subsequently the charge transfer state formed can either recombine with a rate 𝐾𝑟𝑒𝑐
𝐶𝑇  

or form a charge-separated state with a rate 𝐾𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝐶𝑇,𝐶𝑆 (Figure 4a,  the model equations 

are presented in Section S12 of the SI).  By fitting the ps-TAS signals using the model 

and experimentally determined parameters we estimated the rate constant for each 

of the processes described (Table 2). These results show that the surprising similarity 

between the excited state evolution for the pristine donor and the PCBM:INDT-S 

when excited with a 800nm laser pulse can be explained by the slow electron 

transfer (𝐾𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑒 ~0.015 𝑝𝑠−1) due to the low energy difference between the exciton 

state and the CT state. A faster rate of hole transfer rate of  𝐾𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
ℎ ~0.3𝑝𝑠−1 

reproduces the decay of the excited charges when exciting the acceptor (400nm) 

(figure S12(b)). This difference in the net rates is expected from the energy 

difference of the two states, the large energy offset would increase the rate of 

charge transfer  [32]. This enforces the fact that the difference between the photo-

generation process when the donor is photo-excited and when the acceptor is 

photo-excited can be explained by a difference between the rate of charge transfer 

from the exciton state to the CT state, without changing any other parameter. 

Interestingly, when considering perfect collection from the charge-separated state 

(back transfer to the CT state and their recombination is neglected), and using the 

rates in table 1,  a percentage of generated charges similar to the IQE values at 

800nm is predicted (10% for the PCBM:INDT-S and around 33% for the KL:INDT-S 

blend) (figure S12(c)).   

To explain the difference in the Voc of the two devices we consider the effect of 

interfacial CT state properties on recombination using a model we recently 

developed  [33]. From the voltage loss analysis, we have established that the 

difference in the voltage of the two devices was related to the difference in their 
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non-radiative losses (0.35 V for the PCBM devices and 0.48 for the KL devices). The 

properties of the interfacial CT state can be directly related to Δ𝑉𝑜𝑐,𝑛𝑟  [33,34]. Since 

we know that the CT state of INDT-S:PCBM differs from that of INDT-S:KL by having 

higher energy and oscillator strength (from the TDDFT calculation and the 

electroluminescence measurement), we implement the differences in these two 

properties into the model (SI section S13)  [33]. We find that the 100 meV increase in 

𝐸𝐶𝑇   from INDT-S:KL to INDT-S:PCBM first increases 𝑉oc  by 40 𝑚𝑉 , whereas an 

increase of the CT-state oscillator strength by two orders-of-magnitude increases 𝑉oc 

by an additional 60 𝑚𝑉, such that their combined effect can explain the change in 

the Voc between these two devices (figure 4, Table S3). The simultaneous increase of 

the CT state energy and its oscillator strength can be explained by the hybridisation 

of the two states due to the small energy difference between the LUMO levels of the 

PCBM:INDT-S blend  [35]. Moreover, the model results show that the total rate of CT 

state recombination is increased in the PCBM blend relative to the KL case, despite 

the increased Voc. Although the magnitudes of the recombination rate obtained from 

the voltage losses model are larger than the experimental ones, the trend in the CT 

state recombination rate agrees with the results of the fits presented in table 2. The 

discrepancy in rates indicates that the model relating recombination to Voc is not 

sufficiently complex to describe experimental systems quantitatively, for example 

through neglect of disorder  [36]. 

In conclusion, in this work we have studied the effect of the energy offset on the 

charge carrier dynamics, photocurrent generation and Voc in polymer: fullerene 

solar cells.  We have found that despite the insignificant energy offset for electron 

transfer in the PCBM:INDT-S blend, the charge generation process was significantly 

more efficient than the pristine INDT-S devices. From the picosecond dynamics of 
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the photo-excited states, we have established that the low energy offset results in a 

lower electron transfer rate from the exciton to the CT state without further 

affecting the other charge generation processes (compared to case where the 

acceptor was photo-excited). On the other hand the increased 𝑉𝑜𝑐 for the low energy 

offset blend was explained by a coupled effect: an increase in the CT state energy, 

and the increase of the CT state to ground state transition’s oscillator strength.   The 

increased oscillator strength for the low offset cases is likely to result from mixing of 

the exciton and CT states and the associated intensity borrowing mechanism. The 

study suggests that by careful tuning of the exciton to CT-state offset and 

consideration of electron and hole transfer contributions, high 𝑉𝑜𝑐 values may be 

achieved whilst maintaining useful photocurrents. 
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Figure 1 : (a) Chemical structures of INDT-S and Ketolactam, with the HOMO and LUMO 

levels as calculated using either CV or photoelectron spectroscopy. (b)  J-V characteristics of 

the two blends INDT-S:PCBM and INDT-S:KL and (c) IQE of the two devices as calculated 

using the method presented in the SI. (d) EQE and Electroluminescence of the two devices, 

with the extended EQE using the reciprocity between EL and EQE. The EL spectra is taken 

for an injection current of 20mAcm-2 
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Table 1: Solar cell parameters extracted from current voltage curves and from the 

luminescence based voltage loss analysis for the two blends. 

Blend  Jsc [mA/cm2] PCE FF 𝑽𝒐𝒄 [V] 𝑽𝒐𝒄,𝒓𝒂𝒅 [V] 𝚫𝑽𝒐𝒄,𝒏𝒓[V] 

INDT-S:Ketolactam 6.02 1.28% 0.46 0.46 0.94 0.48 

INDT-S:PCBM 3.12 1.01% 0.56 0.58 0.93 0.35 
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Figure 2: Picosecond TAS of INDTS:PCBM and INDTS:KL blend films probed at 1200 

nm for two excitation wavelength a) 800 nm and b) 450 nm and a similar 

excitation laser pulse energy of 45nJ. Both are compared to the  pristine INDT-S 

kinetics measured using 800 nm excitation (also 1200 nm probe, 45 nJ). The 

excitation wavelengths were chosen to study the selective excitation of either the 

donor or the acceptor. The probe wavelength 1200 nm is found to properly 

describe the rate decay of the different excited species present in the different 

blends. 
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Figure 4 a) the kinetic model used to describe the evolution of the excited species, b) model 

results for the non-radiative losses. 
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Table 2 Rate parameters used to fit the ps-TAS spectra with the kinetic model. The rate for 

the exciton recombination (𝑲𝒓𝒆𝒄
𝒆𝒙 ) was estimated by fitting the decay of the ps-TAS for the 

pristine INDT-S films. The ps-TAS spectra of the blends at different excitation wavelength 

(450nm and 800nm) were fitted with the same rates apart from the rate of transfer from 

the exciton to the CT state  that depend on whether the donor was photo-excited (  𝑲𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔
𝒆   

) or the acceptor was photo-excited (𝑲𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔
𝒉  ). 𝑲𝒓𝒆𝒄

𝑪𝑻  the rate of decay to the ground state 

from CT state, 𝑲𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔
𝑪𝑻,𝑪𝑺  the rate of transfer from the CT state to the Charge separated state, 

𝑲𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔
𝑪𝑺,𝑪𝑻  the rate of back-transfer from the Charge separated state to the CT state, 𝑲𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔

𝑪𝑻,𝑺𝟏  the 

rate of back-transfer from the CT state to the exciton state. N.B : when fitting the decay of 

the KL:INDT-S blend with the 450nm excitation wavelength the rates 𝑲𝒓𝒆𝒄
𝑪𝑻  and 𝑲𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔

𝑪𝑻,𝑪𝑺 had to 

be changed, the values in brackets are the ones used to fit the 450nm excitation spectra). 

Rate in ps-1 PCBM:INDT-S KL:INDT-S 

𝑲𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔
𝒆  1.5 ± 0.3  10−2 4 ± 1 10−1 

𝑲𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔
𝒉  3 ± 1 10−1 100 

𝑲𝒓𝒆𝒄
𝒆𝒙  7 ± 0.3 10−2 7 ± 0.3 10−2 

𝑲𝒓𝒆𝒄
𝑪𝑻  8 ± 1 10−3 4 ± 1 10−3(3 ± 1 10−4) 

𝑲𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔
𝑪𝑻,𝑺𝟏  2 ± 1 10−3 1 ± 1 10−3 

𝑲𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔
𝑪𝑻,𝑪𝑺  1 ± 0.4 10−2 2 ± 1 10−3(7 ± 1 10−4) 

𝑲𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔
𝑪𝑺,𝑪𝑻  <  10−3 <  10−4 

 

 


